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Abstract—This paper focuses on the arc commutation from a moving contact and in particular on the anode motion of a high current arc in low voltage current limiting circuit breakers. Recent investigations have observed that the anode arc root motion is affected by arc chamber geometry. It was previously assumed that cathode root motion was the dominant process. The study uses a flexible test apparatus with a solid state high speed imaging system. The experimental results presented show the influence of arc chamber venting, current level, current polarity and contact velocity on arc motion. Particular emphasis is made to the anode motion. The physical process occurring in the anode root are discussed and related to the observed motion. The results show that the anode root is retarded at the tip of the moving contact and that this is primarily related to the venting process in the arc chamber.

Index Terms—Arc chamber, circuit breakers, contact velocity, high current arc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The commutation of an arc root from a moving contact is essential to the performance of a wide range of switching devices. This paper focuses on the events affecting the arc commutation and in particular on the anode root motion. The study of anode motion in high current switching devices has often been neglected at the expense of the apparently more dominant phenomena at the cathode arc root. Recent studies have shown that although the cathode root is important there are cases where the motion of the anode root can dominate arc motion and therefore the performance of low voltage switching devices [1], [19]. The main emphasis of the work presented here is applied to low voltage current limiting devices. This paper presents experimental results from a test system designed to recreate the current limiting operation of a miniature circuit breaker (MCB). Miniature circuit breakers are widely used in domestic, commercial and light industrial installations. The devices are usually used where the supply voltage exceeds 200 V ac and are used to protect circuits rated up to 100 A from overload and short circuit faults (10³–10⁴ A prospective). During a short circuit fault an electric arc is drawn between opening contacts. The current through the conductors of the MCB generates a magnetic field in the arc chamber, which acts to force the arc away from the contact region along arc runners and into an arc stack, see Fig. 1. The arc is then split into a number of series arcs, which results in a high voltage across the circuit breaker. The high voltage counteracts the supply voltage and limits the peak fault current. The energy released by the fault is reduced and damage to both the circuit and the circuit breaker is minimized. This paper follows on from previously published papers [1]–[3], [19] where the test system and arc imaging system used here were described in detail. Fig. 1 shows details of the arc chamber used in these studies. The arc is drawn between the opening contacts at the top of the figure and forced downwards into the arc stack.

II. REVIEW OF ARC MOTION STUDIES

As techniques to record arc behavior have improved more details of arc phenomena have emerged. Arc immobility at the ignition site, arc commutation, periods of reduced arc motion, and the arc running time (arc lengthening time) have all been identified as separate phenomena [2], [4], [5]. In many cases investigations have been conducted on parallel arc runners, without
opening contacts. The investigation presented here makes use of an optical fiber imaging system with image processing methods to identify the details of the events which affect the arc motion as the high current arc is ignited between opening contacts.

There are many examples where results on arc motion show a high degree of variability. This is often a result of the experimental system and measurement method used. The experimental system used here has been demonstrated to show good reliability in results and the arc chamber has been designed to minimize variables which are known to affect arc motion.

In a recent review [6], a comparison was drawn between the various methods used in the study of arc motion. There have been numerous studies of cathode root motion [7]–[10], since the cathode root as the electron source was thought to dominate arc motion, however recent results [1], [19] have demonstrated the importance of anode motion.

### A. Anode Motion

In an experimental study [11] the arc was ignited between parallel runners and the motion of the arc studied with a single optical fiber and a streak camera. The delay of cathode and anode roots over various size steps and gaps in conductors were presented, however the commutation delay measured was not clearly defined. It was shown that the delay with a step geometry was greater for the cathode root. This was also the case for a gap geometry. The magnitude of the delays are not relevant here as they are not sufficiently well defined, however in the case of the gap the cathode delay was approximately 10 times longer, for gap widths 1–5 mm. It was identified that the anode spot jumps over the gap but does not move into the gap. In a further observation of importance it was noted that if the anode spot is delayed, then it seems more impeded than a cathode spot under similar situations. A stationary anode spot eroded the surface more severely than a cathode spot and the arc mobility is reduced.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

#### A. Test System

A high speed arc imaging system (AIS) has been used to record optical data of arc motion at sample rates of 1 MHz, [12]–[14]. The short circuit tests were carried out in a flexible test apparatus (FTA) designed to simulate the current limiting operation of a MCB [1], [19]. Fig. 1 shows details of the arc chamber used to simulate a typical MCB geometry. The fixed contact is connected to a long straight runner, and the circles over the arc chambers indicate the optical fiber positions. The contacts are opened with a solenoid mechanism, which operates independently of the fault current. The pivoting contact mechanism can be controlled to allow a range of opening velocities 1–10 m/s. The short circuit is simulated using a capacitive discharge system; circuit component values are defined in Table I.

The opening of the contacts can be controlled and has been set in these experiments to 0.5 ± 0.1 ms after the start of the short circuit current pulse.

Techniques have been developed that allow the trajectory of the two arc roots to be plotted separately from the AIS data, based on the method identified in [1], [19]. The method is used to measure the time period that each arc root remains in the contact region, known as the cathode root contact time and the anode root contact time.

#### B. Method for Evaluating Arc Root Motion

Optical methods of arc motion investigation have recently been improved with the advent of solid state high speed imaging using optical fiber arrays to monitor the arc motion [12]–[17]. Traditional methods using high-speed photography do not have sufficient time resolution for a detailed study of arc motion, as the event period of concern here is 1–3 ms, as shown in Fig. 2. Solid state imaging using CCD arrays are also not able to offer
the required time resolution, however an optical fiber array, connected to A-D circuitry can allow image resolution of 1 million pictures/s, allowing 1000 images per ms of the arc over the period of interest. The availability of comprehensive optical data permitted new direct measurements of arc contact time [2]. In a recent study [1], [19] parameters were defined to allow for a detailed study of the arc contact times for both anode and cathode roots on moving and fixed contacts. The use of the optical fiber array allows sections of the arc motion to be identified. In Fig. 2, both arc voltage and arc root trajectories are shown. The arc voltage is shown as the lower trace. The cathode root (CR) in this case on a fixed contact is shown to start moving away from the contact region at 0.9 ms. The anode root (AR) on the moving contact starts to move at 0.6 ms.

To allow a full analysis of parameters the moving contact time is defined as the time difference between the start of the arc and the point where the root passes 10 mm displacement. This corresponds to the root moving off the moving contact. This is defined as $t_{cm}^+)$, and is shown in the upper arrow in Fig. 2.

The fixed contact time is defined as period between the start of the arc and the start of the root motion away from the contact region. This is defined as $t_{cf}^-$, and is shown in the lower arrow in Fig. 2. The $t_{cm}^+$ and $t_{cf}^-$ are used to define the polarity of the contact.

The arc images shown in Figs. 3 and 4 can be viewed with the root trajectories to show

1) arc root on the tip of the moving contact;
2) arc running in the arc chamber.

The time periods defined using these techniques allow a detailed analysis of the anode and cathode arc root motions. This allows a comparison with previous lower resolution methods and also allows a full study to obtain optimum performance.

C. Experimental Methods

There are four experiments covered in this paper. In all cases the methodology used is well established and involves using new materials in the test chamber after 10 consecutive short circuit tests. The experiments are

1) influence of contact materials on the arc root motion. See Table II;
2) influence of venting on arc root motion for three conditions, opened, choked and closed vent;
3) influence of current. Three peak current levels, 50 A, 1.4 kA, and 2 kA;
4) influence of velocity, low velocity 4 m/s, 5.5 m/s and high velocity 10 m/s.

The experimental constants are defined in Table I. The contact materials tested were all tested on the fixed contact runner except in the case of the Ag/C contact materials which were also tested on the moving contact, in experiment 2.

IV. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

In Fig. 5, the contact times are presented with the error band of $+/– 1$ s.d. In all cases the contact materials are welded to the fixed contact, which is in all cases the cathode. The results show that for all contact materials the delay at the cathode, $t_{cf}^-$ is between 300–400 μs. The anode time on the moving contact $t_{cm}^+$ is consistent between, 750–850 μs.

B. Experiment 2

Fig. 6 shows the results of experiment 2, investigating the influence on the anode and cathode root motions. In tests (1–3) the Ag/C contact material was welded to the moving contact. In this case the results showed a high degree of variability and are shown here for completeness. Tests (4–6) use the conventional arrangement with Ag/C on the fixed contact. The results from Test 4 can be compared to the values in Fig. 5 for the Ag/C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>CONTACT MATERIALS, USED ON THE FIXED CONTACT RUNNER IN FIG. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM-3</td>
<td>Silver cadmium tin indium oxides (15 % metal oxides);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM-4</td>
<td>Silver cadmium tin indium oxides (18% metal oxides).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNi</td>
<td>Silver Nickel (10%);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGH</td>
<td>Silver Nickel (0.15%);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2-1</td>
<td>Silver tin indium oxide (11% tin indium oxides);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag/C</td>
<td>Silver graphite contacts (rectangular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Silver tin indium oxide (15% metal oxides)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
material. The vent is shown to have an important influence on the anode contact time. As the vent is closed the pressure in the chamber increases leading to a delay in the anode root motion off the moving contact, increasing from 870 to 1050 μs. Reversal of the polarity, in tests 7–9, shows a similar influence on the cathode root motion (see Table III).

The motion on the fixed contact shows the higher degree of mobility of the anode root and there appears to be no significant connection with the vent condition.

C. Experiment 3

In experiment 3, consideration is given to the influence of current on the anode and cathode commutation from the moving contact. The results are shown in Fig. 7, for three levels of peak current.

The results in Fig. 7 confirm the expectation that increasing the current leads to a reduction in the delays both on the fixed contact runner and on the moving contact. The commutation delay from the anode moving contact to the fixed runner is lower than the cathode delay at 500 A (peak) but greater at 2 kA. The 2 kA arc can be expected to generate a greater pressure increase in the chamber.

D. Experiment 4

Fig. 8 shows the influence of contact velocity on the anode and cathode root motion away from the moving contact.

V. DISCUSSION

The results of the influence of contact materials are shown in Fig. 5. For the conditions used the arc motion away from the fixed and moving contact, is not significantly affected by the contact material. The Ag/C material used in the majority of circuit breaker applications does produce the longest delay on the fixed contact but the results show that the additional delay is insignificant.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of the venting arrangement on the arc root time on the moving and fixed contacts for both anode and cathode. The data show that the fixed contact (Ag/C) arc root times are unaffected by the arc polarity or venting under the conditions studied. However, the venting has a strong effect on the arc root time on the moving contact. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9.

As the vent area is increased the arc root times decrease. This reflects the expected improvement in arc mobility as the gas is permitted to flow out of the chamber through the vents at the rear of the arc chamber. However, the venting arrangement has a stronger influence on the cathode root motion than the anode. As the vent area is reduced toward zero the anode and cathode root times become similar at a value of around 1 ms.
Fig. 8. Variation of contact velocity (m/s), with the associated current at contact opening.

The stronger effect of the venting on the cathode motion, and the lower cathode root times on the moving contact is contrary to expectations, where as discussed in Section II, the cathode delay time for crossing a gap has generally been observed to be longer than for an anode.

The reason for this difference is thought to lie in the gas flow conditions within the arc chamber, particularly around the moving contact. The arc produces a significant electrical power—for typical arcing conditions of 1000 A, 100 V the arc power is 100 kW. This energy is deposited largely as heat in the contact materials and the arc gas. The emission of metallic vapor from the contact region and the heating of the gases in the arc chamber generate strong thermally driven flows. These flow away from the arc and out of the vents behind the arc stack, but also into the open region behind the contacts as shown in Fig. 10.

The data indicate that this flow pattern impedes transfer of the anode from the moving contact to a greater extent than the cathode. This may be due to a high gas flow rate behind the moving contact, which sweeps away the low mass of anodic gases and deionises the gap between the moving contact and the arc runner. This severely reduces energy transfer to the moving contact arc runner preventing the extension of the conductive arc column and the establishment of a new electron receptor site. Also, as discussed in Section II-A, the anode, once delayed, may be more impeded than the cathode.

The cathode is associated with a large volume of ionised material electrostatically drawn to the cathode region. The lower cathode mobility and higher cathode power dissipation also cause the generation of relatively high quantities of vaporized material. This will be entrained into the gas flow behind the moving contact to establish a conductive area behind the moving contact. Material will also be directed toward the arc runner by plasma jets, which are prevalent on the cathode. Both these effects combine to promote conditions favourable for establishing a new arc root on the moving contact.

When the flow through the arc stack is totally blocked, then both types of arc root are delayed in their transfer from the moving contact to a similar extent. In this case transfer may be effectively prevented by the blocked venting and only occurs when there is only a small gap, or direct electrical contact between the moving contact and the arc runner.

The foregoing discussion shows how the contact movement and its effect on the gas flow in the arc chamber, has a critical influence on the arc root mobility. This is studied in more detail in Fig. 8 where the moving contact arc root times are plotted against the moving contact velocity in the range 4–10 m/s (choked venting arrangement). As the contact velocity is increased, the arc root time decreases. This accords with the results of Belbel and Lauraire [18], but shows a continuous improvement in arc mobility with contact speed as far as the moving contact is concerned. It should be noted that, as the contact velocity is increased the contacts also open earlier in the current waveform resulting in a progressive reduction in arc current on opening as well as peak current. This will reduce...
the electromagnetic force on the arc and at the arc roots which would be expected to favor increased arc contact times. The effect of contact velocity alone would therefore be expected to be even greater than that indicated by Fig. 8.

VI. CONCLUSION

The contact materials investigated have a minimal influence on the arc root motion away from the contact region.

The vent of the arc chamber is critical to the arc root motion away from the contact region. It has a major influence on the anode and cathode root motion and commutation from the moving contact to an arc runner. The gas flow in the region of the moving contact is proposed as the mechanism resulting in the delay of the anode arc root. The physical processes occurring in the arc roots have been used to explain this observation.
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